FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Hot mix in a bag – not just a pothole repair solution!
Surrey, BC, March 14, 2013 – EZ Street is being utilized extensively in over twenty
countries around the world. Widely recognized as a high quality, high performance
asphalt, proven to permanently repair potholes in any weather condition and
instantly ready for traffic…but did you know that EZ Street is also being utilized
as a large scale paving solution?
For example EZ Street Canada’s City of Edmonton case study – the City tested EZ Street
asphalt as a paving alternative and found the final product outperformed their expectations.
Rural Vancouver Island, Deering Bridge in Port Renfrew where EZ Street was put to the test
during a rehabilitation project of a timber bridge deck. Paving had to be completed within one
day while keeping one traffic lane open. Even a pavement and road surfacing project on
Yellowknife’s Highway No. 3 in the North West Territories during extreme winter conditions
(-10C) did not deter EZ Street’s performance.
These are just a few of the many case studies profiled on EZ Street’s website including in-depth
video and images as well as a wealth of technical information and recent white paper, Cold
Joints. Cold joints don’t occur when using EZ Street asphalt.
Time is Money!! EZ Street is truly hot mix in a bag with a long list of paving benefits. There is a
significant reduction in long term maintenance costs when using EZ Street versus regular
asphalt.
Visit us at World of Asphalt, EZ Street Company booth #703. Learn more about EZ Street
Canada at www.ezstreetasphalt.ca.
About Mainroad Maintenance Products and Mainroad Group:
Mainroad Maintenance Products, a division of the Mainroad Group, is the exclusive
producer and distributor of EZ Street Canada products in British Columbia, Alberta,
Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Ontario. Mainroad Group is a 100% employeeowned collection of companies specializing in infrastructure products and services.
Mainroad was formed in 1988 and has successfully become one of BC’s most
diversified groups of civil infrastructure, maintenance and construction experts. We have
extensive experience in diverse climates and environments across Western Canada. We help
link communities, people and families by providing safe and reliable civil infrastructure. For
further information, visit www.mainroad.ca.
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